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 0.1.0 Provides a set of tools for the formation of cuts, such as the make, measure, locate, line, router, cut, and other related
functions. New features are included: preview of custom cutting lines, cutting view in preview, and other enhancements. This

best-selling, high quality app for Sketch Design ( is for Sketch Design. This app is also for SketchUp 7 and SketchUp 8. It
comes with support for SketchUp's new Layers feature and the new Live Cuts feature in SketchUp 8. Features include working
with Layers, the Levels dialog, Working with Polylines and Polygons, and the Spline tool. The toolbox includes properties for
Snapping and Drawing options for the Spline tool. The all-in-one iPad Editor from Texnology offers you the power to be your

own designer, animator and developer. It has advanced integration with Adobe® Creative Suite® and includes powerful
technology for in-app editing and a suite of innovative tools to help you create and edit the finest digital content. *** 60+ FREE

"Quick Start" Templates! *** The 60+ Free templatess are great for beginners, or students in graphic design or web
development. There is no need to register, the templates will work and save on your iPad without any limitations. If you like a
template that you find, please let us know and we'll give you credit, you'll be credited for each template you use. *** FREE

CONTENT - NEW STUDIO TEMPLATES AVAILABLE *** We are adding new free content weekly for iPad. Look forward
to the latest content! * 2,700+ Templates and 1000+ Artboards. *** NEW, powerful feature: Creates multiple spline sections in
one go and makes them visible side by side or one after another. *** More than 1000 spline points and over 500 free styles. ***
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Import your own shapes for creating custom curves. *** Export curves into other formats including SVG. *** OVER 100
FREE GRAPHICS ** Use pre-designed icons, UI elements, and graphics. The best part is that each is vector based for you to
scale up or down in size as needed. *** MORE THAN 5000 PAGES OF GRAPHIC TEMPLATES *** The whole content is

based on Photoshop PSD files. Some templates are published with multiple versions, for when you 520fdb1ae7
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